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-INTRODUCTION
The effect of the non-uniform transmission filters on the different quality functions of optical systems has been widely studied during the last few years, mainly for the diffraction limited system [l, 2, 31 . Many papers have also been published which attempt to optimize some features of the response of the aberration free system [4, 5, 61. In aberrated systems it has been studied, mainly, the effect of different filters on several quality image functions [7, 8, 91 . Nevertheless there are few papers which deal with the optimization of the response in aberrated systems
In general, an improvement of a given criterion of quality by non-uniform transmission filters, on the other hand, deteriorate other features of the response. In this paper we are presenting results of the [IO] . J . Optics (Paris), 1988, vol. 19, no 3 optimization of the axial response, and its effect on other quality features. The optimization method is applied to the Strehl Ratio (SR) as the merit function, and the filter is given by a polynomial. The effect of the filters obtained by this optimization procedure, on the point spread function, on the energy distribution, and on the resolving power will be studied. Several theoretic wave aberration are considered, and finally the study is applied to a real optical system.
-OPTIMIZATION METHOD
The computation of the intensity at a point of the image plane is carried out by the numerical method proposed by Yzuel and Calvo [ll] . We work with symmetric systems and the filter transmission has the same symmetry. The amplitude on the exit pupil due to the filter transmission is written as a polynomial as follows
The gradient method is used in the optimization procedure. We establish previously the terms of the polynomial and the initial values of the coefficients A , , with will vary along the procedure. The optimization method tries to maximize the SR by the variation of all the coefficients A , , of the pupil amplitude T ( r ) . The method is described in [lo] . The SR is defined as the quotient between the maximum intensities of the aberrated system and the aberration free system, both with the same filter. In each step of the optimization procedure the method evaluates the plane of maximum intensity and it is defined best image plane for the aberrated system with this pupil amplitude. The position of this plane changes as the amplitude distribution changes.
As we work with passive systems we impose that the pupil amplitude fulfils I T ( r ) I 5 1. The term A , in (1) is kept constant and equal to one. With these requirements, the pupil amplitudes obtained by this procedure decreases at the pupil edge. During the optimization procedure the amplitude can become negative. At the beginning of the programme a control is introduced to decide wether the filter is an amplitude filter or both an amplitude and phase filter. In the first case, the negative part of the amplitude is made equal to zero, and in the second case, the negative values of the amplitude are considered. In the regions where the amplitude is negative, it is equivalent to a positive amplitude and a phase change equal to T. Thus, when we say an amplitude and phase filter we mean a positive transmission distribution with phase values equal to 0 or T .
The optimization procedure stops when SR 2 0.8. Starting with polynomials of different orders, number of coefficients, and different initial values of the coefficients, the method leads to different amplitude polynomials that optimize the SR.
Once the different optimum amplitude distributions are obtained, we study their effect on several criteria of the image quality such as the PSF, the energy distribution, and the resolving power. The PSF is evaluated by the numerical method given in [ll] . The energy distribution in the image plane is evaluated by computing the total energy contained in a circle of given radius. It is computed from de PSF. The generalized Rayleigh criterion is taken to study the resolving power. The Rayleigh criterion is generalized by considering that two points are separated when the intensity decreases 26,5 percent in the central minimum of the image of the two points with respect to one of the maximum of this image.
-RESULTS
We give some results obtained in the optimization of the SR of optical systems with spherical aberration of several orders. Wave aberration is described by a polynomial as proposed by Hopkins [l21 where ( r , 4 ) are the coordinates in the reference sphere at the exit pupil. For axial object point and for radially symmetric systems the wave aberration has also this symmetry, let us say
The SR of a system with primary spherical aberration W4,, = 1.5 ( A ) is equal to 0.6. The coefficients of the wave aberration are given by taking the wave length as unit. Figure l shows the PSF, the energy distribution and the image of two objet points separated by a distance which is given by the generalized Rayleigh criterion. Continuous line corresponds to the system with aberration and dotted line corresponds to the aberration free system. Some features of these systems are given in tables l and 2 for the filter 0 (uniform transmission).
The SR is optimized by using different polynomials with different number of terms. We will describe in Optical systems with primary spherical aberration W,, = 1.5(A ). Values of the maximum intensity for the diffraction limited system (Gd,s) and for the aberrated system (G,) with pure amplitude filters (1, 2), and with amplitude and phase filters (3, 4). Values of the best image plane S , W, and Strehl ratios (SR). A , , j coefficients of the filters. Table l shows the optimized polynomials for two cases of amplitude transmission filters (filters 1 and 2) and other two amplitude and phase filters (filters 3 and 4). The intensities at the maximum of both, the aberration free system and the aberrated system are also given. The position of the plane of the best image (coefficients S , W,,,) and the SR are given in the last columns. Table 1 shows that the SR is higher that 0.8 in all the cases. However, the maximum intensity of the aberration free system changes with the filter, because the transmission decreases in a different way for the different filters. Figure 2 shows the pupil amplitude functions given in table l. Figures 3(a, b,c) show the PSF, the energy distribution and the two point image for the amplitude filters, and figures 3(d,e,fl show the same features for the amplitude and phase filters. Figure 4 shows some results obtained with these filters, for both, the unaberrated and the aberrated systems. In that figure we give the first minimum position (FM) (Rayleigh criterion for the resolving power), the distance between the two points to fulfil the generalized Rayleigh criterion (RC). In figure 4 (c) the energy contained in a circle whose radius is 0.6096 is given. This value corresponds to the first minimum radius of the PSF of the diffraction limited system without filter. With filters, one can see from the results that the best image plane tends to the J . Optics (Paris), 1988, vol. 19, Gaussian plane, the width of the first maximum figure 4 , and they show the results for W4,0 = 2(A ). increases as well as the energy in a circle of radius
The results are analogous to the previous case. In 0.609 increases. The resolving power decreases (the order to compensate a higher aberration, the filters distance between the two separated points inobtained transmit less energy and the intensity at the creases). The more the filter apodizes, the more maximum with these filters in both, the unaberrated significant the results are. and the aberrated systems is less that with the filters The wave aberration polynomial is W ( r ) = W,,o r4 + W6,, r6. The term W2.0 r 2 is introduced to take the image plane shift into account. Two different types of residual aberrations are considered. In the first case, the coefficients are balanced and they fulfil the Marechal condition of maximum SR, however, the aberration is not in tolerance. In the second case the coefficients do not fulfil this condition.
In systems with balanced residual aberration it is not possible the optimization of the SR up to the value 0.8, with filters of amplitude, even when the starting system presents a rather high value of the SR. In the optimization procedure, as A , remains equal to one, the filter tends to a transmission function that corresponds to an apodizer. These apodizers do not compensate significantly the aberration effect when the residual aberrations are balanced.
For the second type of systems, we present the results obtained when the aberrations are W,,, = 0.3 ( A ) and = 3 ( A ). The coefficient that correspond to the plane of maximum intensity is = -1.225 ( A ) and the Strehl Ratio SR = 0.243. Figure 6 shows the PSF, the energy distribution and the two point image for the aberrant system (continuous line), and for the aberration free J . Optics (Paris), 1988, vol. 19, Figure 7 shows the pupil amplitude given in table 3. Figures B(a,b,c) show the PSF, the energy distribution, and the two-point image for the amplitude filters, and figures 8(d,e,fl show the same features for the amplitude and phase filters. Figure 9 is analogous to figure 4 and 5.
system (dotted line).
When observing the results obtained for this system, the conclusions are similar to those obtained in 3.1. In this case the transmission of the filters is less than the filter in section 3.1 because the SR of this system without filter is lower than in that case. The filters tend to transmit less in the pupil region where the aberration is greater, to compensate its effect on the image. Finally, we give the result of the SR optimization in a real system. The one we have selected is the 3-63 system described in Cox [13] , figure 10 represents a scheme of this system. We have computed the wave aberration at many points of the reference sphere by
The polynomial fitting gives : W4.0 = 2.3363 ( h ), figure 11 . The wave aberration increases towards the pupil edge. Figure 12 shows the PSF, the energy distribution and the two point image for this system. The variables in the optimization procedure are the coefficients of the polynomial that defines the filter transmission at the aperture stop. The amplitude at the exit pupil is evaluated from the filter transmission by using the expressions given in [14] . They give the coordinates at the exit pupil from those coordinates at any intermediate plane, in this case? the filter plane. figure 4) give some of the results obtained in the 
.o]
optimization of the SR. Figure 14 shows the amplitude on the exit pupil given by the filters described in table 4. With these filters the SR changes from 0.5689 to values higher than 0.8. Figures 15(a,b,c) show the PSF, the energy distribution and the image of two points, all of them obtained with these filters. The conclusions reached with these results are analogous to those reached in the previous cases. Let us say : the best image plane goes nearer to the paraxial plane, the width of the central maximum increases, as well as the energy encircled in a radius equal to 0.609. Moreover, the resolving power decreases. As in the previous cases, the more the filter apodize, the more significant the results are.
-CONCLUSIONS
The filters obtained for the optimization of the SR are apodizers, that is to say, they transmit less at the pupil edge than at the center. These filters present two effects on the optical response. They apodize the image, so the intensity decreases at the secondary maximal, and the central maximum is wider. Moreover, they compensate the effect of the aberration. The apodizing effect of the filters is shown clearly by their effect on the aberration free system. That is to say, the resolving power decreases and the concentration of energy increases near the center. The same effect for the resolving power is shown in aberrated systems. Moreover, the aberrations we have studied have not a significant influence by themselves on the resolving power (see figs. 4, 5 and 13) . Nevertheless, the introduction of these filters decreases the resolving power both, on the aberration free system and on the aberrated system.
The attenuation of the effect of the aberrations is clearly shown by the energy distribution. The aberrations tend to spread the energy meanwhile these filters tend to concentrate the energy. Comparing the results of the systems with and without filters, it is obvious that the aberrations effect is more significant in the system without filter. As an example, in figure 4 , the energy concentrated in a circle of radius equal to 0.6 is 0.84 for the aberration free system and 0.54 for the aberrated system, both without filter. But if filter 1 is introduced, those values become 0.94 and 0.8. This effect can be explained by the fact that the filter transmits less in the pupil regions where the aberrations are higher, so they attenuate the aberration effect on the image quality.
